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Abstract

This paper is a supplelnent to [2] and [3]. We prove a relative index
theorem for certain families of operators of Dirac type. We compute index
bundles using the cutting and pasting procedurc of [3].
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In this note we want to apply the results and techniques developed in [3] to families
of operators of Dirac type. It will be delllonstrated that the relative index theorerll
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1 RELATIVE INDEX THEORY FOR FAMILIES 2

in its generalized form for faulilies provides a rather powerful tool for C0I11puting
index bundles.

Before considering the exanlple we have to discuss families of operators of Dirac
type on open manifolds. This requires certain uniform behaviour of the objects
at infinity. Thus we will introduce the notion of a nice family which satisfies a11
conditions needed to construct index bundles and to apply relative index theorems.

Since the relative index theorem in [2) has been proven only for a single operator
we have to lnoclify it for families. It turns out that this is straight foreward if one
interprets the objects in this reference in an appropriate' way. Then one can in fact
repeat the proofs word by word. Wc will obtain a relative index theoreln for families
over a cOlnpact panunetel' space.

Then we cOlnpute the index bundle of a fanlily of real operators of Dirac type.
Let Mn be a cOlnplete lliemannian spin manifold with associated real Clifford bundle
E ~ M admitting a right co,n-action. Let F : X ~ COO (A1) C3> Rn be a family of
Inaps parametrized by a C0l11pact space ~Y such that HFII ~ 1, 11grad FII ~ 0 at
infinity, F( x) is smooth anel 0 is a regular value of F(x) for any x EX. In [3] we
have seen how the index of a single operator of this type localizes at thc zero-set of
F. Here we obtain a elose relation of the index bundle with the covering of X given
by the set of zeros of F.

1.2 Trivial families

We will first describe the geometrieal setting in the case of trivial families. Then
will will globalize it in the obvious way.

A nice trivial faI1lily (of complete RieUlannian 11lanifolds with Clifford bundle)
is given by a tuple

(M, X, S, f-i, !(, I, h)

where

• M is a cOlnpletc Rienlannian luanifold with luetric 9 (called reference metric)

• ~Y is a locally C0I11pact space

• 5 is a Clifford bundle with metric (.,.) and connection ~ cOlupatible with the
Riemannian structure 9 on M (called reference structure)

• Il E C(..-Y, C(M, Hom(TM ® 5, S)))

• ! E C(..-Y, C(A1, Aut(S))) such that I-I E C(~Y, C(A1, Aut(S))), I = 1* and
1'2:. o.

• h E C(..-\, C(M, S2T* Al)) such that h(x) is a Riemannian metric in tbe quasi
isometry dass of the refcrence I11etric and (S, V'+!((x), f-i(x), (., .)x) is a Clifford
bundle cOlnpatible with the metric h(x). Here (., ')x := (I(x)., .).
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Moreover we assume J1.(x), I(x) and h(x) to be smooth for any x E X. We will need
a further condition which allows us to compare the associated Sobolev spaces.

Let p(x,rn):= volg (7n)/volh(z)(m). We define J(x): S -+ S by

J(x)cP := [-lf2(X)plf2(X, 71t)cP

where cP E Sm' This morphism williater be used to trivialize the assaciated bundle
of Hilbert spaces. We define Sobalev spaces Hk(M, S) using the reference structure
with assaciated reference Dirac operator. For a nice trivial familiy we will require
that the fanlily x -+ J(x)-l D(x)J(x) is nornl continuous and uniformly bounded in·
B(Hk(M, S), Hk-1(M, S» for k = 1,2 and that x -+ J(x)-I(D2(x) + l)-kJ(x) is
norm continuous and uniformly bounded in B(HO(M, S), H2k(M, S» for k = 1/2,1.
These conditions will make it easy to transfer the proofs froln [2] and [3] to the case
of faluilies. They are probably not optilual.

Let
C~(..-Y x M) := Cc("-Y' C~(M»,

C;o(..'y x M) := Co(..'Y, C;o(M»

aod Co(X x M) and Cg (..'"\:" X M) be the nornl closures in C(X x M). We define
Hk to be the closnre of the Co(X)-Hilbert-C*-pre-module Co(X, Cgo(M, S» with
respect to the Co(..Y,)-valued sealar praduet

k

('IjJ, q,Mx) := "f.L(D(x)i'IjJ(X)(m), D(x)iq,(x)(m))zvolh(z) ( m). (1)

We set H:= HO
Note that J induces an isonletry of Co(..-Y)-Hilbert-C·-1110dnIes

and in general non-isometrie topological isomorphisms Hk(M, S) lZl Co(X) ..:::+ Hk for
k = 1,2. Prom this follows

Lemma 1.1 1f!( E B(Hk
), k = 0,1,2 and J- 1!(J is represented by a norm con

tinuotLS family 0/ compact opemtors in B(Hk(M, S» with 11 J- 1!(JII E Co(X) then
!( is compact.

For a proof see Blackadar [1] ,13.5.

1.3 Globalization

We eonsider now the global situation. Let P -+ X be a locally trivial fibre bundle
over a COlTIpact space ..'Y. Let h be a fibrewise Rieluannian 111ctric and S be a
fibrewise Clifford bundle. We call such a fanüly nice if for any x E X therc is a
neighbourhood U C X of x, a tivialization of PIU = U x M, a reference Iuetric 9 on
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M and a referenee Clifford bundle Su --+ M with identifieation as cOInplex veetor
bundles prMSu = SjPju such that the indueed trivial family is nice.

Let {Ua} be a finite cover of X by such open sets and {Xa} be a partition of
unity subordinate to this cover. Let H~ be the Co(Ua)-Hilbert-C*-module defined
for the trivial family as above.

Let C~(P,S) C Cc(P, S) be the spacc of fibrewise smooth sections with cOInpaet
support the restrictions of whi,ch are in C(Ua , COO(M, Sua )) for any nice trivializa
tion. Let Hk be the c10sure of C:O(P, S) with respect to the C(X)-valued scalar
produet (1). Hk is thc C(X)-Hilbert-C"-Illodule assoeiated to the global family.

Lemma 1.2 111( E B(Hk)J k = 0,1,2 is represented by norm continuous families
01 compact operators in any nice trivialization then K E ]{(Hk).

Praof: Fonn XaK E B(Hk
). In fact we can consider Xa]( E B(H~) and by Lemma

1.1 XaK E ]«(H~). Henee it ean be approxinlated by finite sunlS of operators
81/;,rj> E I«(H~) given by

But there is a natural embedding H~ --+ Hk such that we ean eonsider B1/;,rj> E K(Hk).
Thus XaK E ]{(Hk ) and hence ]( E K(H k ). D.

We regard P as a sYInbol for aU objects defining a nice falnily over P. Let P be
a nice fariüly.

Definition 1.3 A nice family olopemtors 01 Dime type is given by B = D + <I>
where D is the Dime o]Jerator associated to a niee lamily P and<I> E C(P, End(S)).

We defille
Cg(P) := :E Cg(Ua x M) c C(X)

o

Co(P) := L CO(Ua x M) c C(X).
o

1.4 Adaptation

In order to apply the results of [2] and [3] to families we h'ave to interpret them
appropriately. Especially we have to show eompactness of various remainder terms.
In the papers Inentioned above we have expressed these tenns as nonn convergent
integrals the integrand of which is eonlpact. The same fonnulas hold in the case
of families. The operators ean be interpreted fibrewise using nice trivializations. If
we start with nice families of operators of Dirac type we obtain norm continuous
falnilies of C0111paet operators. We ean eonc1ude with Lemma 1.2 that such families
give compact operators on H (01' Hk). Having this in nünd we can prove the following
Lenunata appearing in [2] and [3) repeating the proofs there word by word.

Let B be a niee selfadjoint fanlily of Dirac-type operators over a nice family P.
We assurne that there is aSE ]((HO 1 HI) such that B+S E B(H\ HO) is boundedly
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invertible and such that S is given by a norm-continuous family of compaet operators
S(x) E K(HO(M, SUc,,) , H 1(M, SUa)) in niee trivializations over the Ua'

Let A:= B + S.

Lemma 1.4 (A* A)-1/2 - (AA*)-1/2 E K(HO, H2 )

Lemma 1.5 [I, (AA*)-1/2] E [«(HO, H1) Vf E Cg(P)

Now assurne that S is Z2-graded and that deg B = 1. Then aH trivializations should
be eOlupatible with the grading.

Lemma 1.6 [B(AA*)-1/2]ev E I«(H)

Let F := [B(AA*)-I/2]odd.

Lemma 1.7 (H, F) is a Kasparov rnodule ovcr (Cg(P), C(...Y)).

· We denote by [P] the eleluent represellted by (H, F) in KK(Cg(P), C(X)) and by
{P} E KK(C, C(X)) = KO(...y) thc restrietion of [P].

Lemma 1.8 1/ B" tEl is a continuous Jamily in B(H1 , HO) such that /or every t
there exists such S E K(HO, BI) as above then {Pt} = {PA} for any s, tEl.

1.5 Invertibility at infinity

A key notion in [3] was invertibility at infinity. It generalizes to families in an obvious
fashion. Let B be a nice family of operators of Dirac type on a niee family P. B is
invertible at infi nity if there is a positive s E Ce(P) such that B 2 + s is invertible.
Let the Clifford bundle be Z2-graded by z aod B be selfadjoint aod of degree oue.

Lemma 1.9 1f B is invertible (Lt infinity then there is aSE !«(HO, H 1
) such that

B + S is 'invertible in B(H1
, HO).

Proof: Since ...Y is compact there is a f > 0 such that for aH x E X

OeA3(Bx) n [-f, f] = 0.

Let X E C~(R), X ~ 0 with X = 0 on R \ [-f/2, f/2] and X = 1 on [-f/4, f/4].
Then S := zX(B) is a 1l0rn1 cOlltillUOUS faluily of compact operators between the
appropriate Sobolev spaces in any nice trivialization. Moreover (B + S)2 = B2 +
X(B? > f2/16. 0

We can now introduce admissible endomorphisms as in [3]. Let S be Z2-graded.
An endomorphis111 <I> E C(P, S) is admissible if <I>* = <I>, deg<I> = 1, <I> D +D<I> + <I>2 is
bounded of zero order and there is a compact subset K C P such that <I>D + D<I> +
<I>2 ~ C> 0 on P \ I( for SOUle constant c.

Lemma 1.10 I/ <P is admissible then B := D + <P is invertible at infinity.

An essential support of <I> is a compact subset ]( C P such that <I>2 ~ c > 0 on
P \ 1(.

Lemma 1.11 I/ an essential support 0/ <I> is empty then {P} = 0 where {P} E
KO()() is the dass defined with B = D + <I>.
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1.6 The relative index theorem

6

Let B be a nice family of Dirac type operators beeing invertible at infinity over a
nice family P ~ ~Y wi th compact base. Let

Q c P
! !
X ~ X

be a subbundle of eodilnension one compact submanifolds cutting a neighbourhood
U(Q) = U(Q)+ UQ U(Q)- into two pieces. Let

r SIU(Q)- ~ SIU'(Q)-

1 1, U(Q)- ~ U(Q)-
1 1

id X
N

X~

be an isomorphislu of fibre bundles where I is a fibrewise isometry and r is an
isomorphisn1 of Clifford bundles intertwining with B. Then we ean cut at Q and
glue together again using , and r obtaining a new nice fanüly P and a nice family
of operators of Dirac type iJ.

Proposition 1.12 (Relative index theorem for families) {P} = {p}

The proof goes as in [2] using the interpretation explained above.
All notions and results dcscribed above have a real counterpart where the Clif

fOfd bundles and the Hilbert-C"-n10dules admi t a Co," -right action (Co," is the real
Clifford algebra generated by R") for some 11 ~ O. All 1110rphisms then are assumed
to be eonlpatible with this action. re

2 Computation of an index bundle

2.1 T.he family of real operators of Dirae type

In this section we stay in the real framework and demonstrate by example how the
method developed in the last section can be applied to C0111pute index bundles for
families of operators of Dirac type.

Let M" be a cOluplete Riemannian spin luanifold and E ~ M be the real
Z2-graded Clifford bundle associated to the spin strueture of M admitting a right
CO'"-action. Let V(M) be the space of all smooth maps F : M ~ Rn such that

• IIFII ~ 1 at infinity,

• IldF11 ~ 0 at infinity and
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• 0 is a regular value of F.

7

We topologize V(M) with the uniform CO.topology. Let X be Borne compact space
and F : X --+ V(M). Then we can consider the family of operators of Dirac type
over P := X x M given by B(x) = D + zF(x). We consider Rn C CO,n and thUB
F(x) acts by right multiplication. Of course the trivial family of Clifford bundles
prME --+ P is nice. Moreover since F ia CO-continuous the family of Dirac type
operators B is nice. ~ := zF is admissible and thus B is invertible at infinity.
Thus we can form {P} E KK(R, C(X)) = KOO(X). Note that ~ destroys the
equivariance with respect to the Clifford action.

2.2 Application of the relative index theorem

In [3] we have shown that the index of B(x) can be localized near the zero-set of
F. The same is true for the faluily. Let x EX. Then the zero-set of F(x) consists
of points Pl(X), ... ,Pm(x) E M. We can put labels O(Pi(X)) E {I, -l} to the points
Pi (x) (or better to the index i) depending on wether dF (Pi (x)) does or does not
change the orientation. Then by the real index theorem of [3]

m

ind B(x) = L: O(Pi(X)).
i=1

This is independent of x E X.
In order to compute the index bundle {P} we want to 'simplify' P. Let Z(F) c P

be the zero-set of F. Then Z(F) --+ X is a m-fold covering. Moreover Z(F) =
Z(F)+ U Z(F)- where Z(F)± consists of points with label ±1. Let

where - stands for opposite orientation. We consider a map F1 E C<X>(Z(F)± x
Rn, Rn) such that F1(p, x) = x/llxlt for !lxii ~ 1. The spin structure on PI is
obtained by pulling back the spin structure of a tubular neighbourhood U C X x M
of Z(F) using F- 1 : Z(F) x Dn ~ U. Let EI --+ PI be the family of real Clifford
bundles associated to that spin structure and BI := D1+zFI be the family associated
to Pt and F1 • This family is also nice. Let {PI} E KOO(x) be the associated index
bundle.

Lemma 2.1 {P} = {PI}

Praaf: We can deform the fibrewise Riemannian metric on P such that F induces
an isometry I of a neighbourhood U of Z(F) onto Z(F) x nn. Furthermore we can
deform F to F such that F = F1 0 I on U. All this does not change {P}. Now
we can apply the relative index theorem for families. We take P'J = P U -PI (
stands for opposite fibrewise orientation), cut at the two copies of Z(F) x sn-l and
glue together again interchanging boundary components obtaining P3 . We glue the
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Clifford bundles using the multiplication with the unit normal vector field at sn-I
in every fibre. We claim {P~} = O. In fact P~ is the union of the bundle of compact
manifolds

and
Ps := P \ Z(F) X Dn UZ(F)xSn - 1 -(Z(F) X (Rn \ Dn)).

But {P..d = 0 since the fibres are compact and we can deform the admissible eo
domorpbism to zero there such that the operator becomes equivariant to a larger
Clifford algebra. {Ps} = 0 since there an essential support of the admissible endo
morphism is empty. This proves the claim and hence {P} = {PI}. 0

2.3 Computation on the simplified family

We compute {Pt}. Let prZ(F) : Pt -+ Z(F) be the projection and 0 -+ Z(F) be the
Hat R-bundle such that prZ(F)O ~ E t is the Clifford bundle associated to the spin
structure induced by prRn : PI -+ Rn. Let L* be the push down (prx).OIZ(F):I::. L*
is a Hat bundle of dimension dirn L* = U{p E Z(F)(x) Io(p) = ±l}.

Theorem 2.2 {P} = {Pt} = [L+]- [L-] E KOO(X)

Proof: This theorem follows since BI is the pull-back of an operator of Dirac type
witb index 1 on Rn to PI twisted with o. 0

Corollary 2.3 All mtional Pontrjagin classes 0/ {P} vanish.

2.4 A universal index bundle

Let Ck(M) be the configuration space of unordered k~tuples of pairwise different
points of M (let Co(M) be the one-point space) and Ck(M) -+ Ck(M) be the
covering according to the permutation group Sk C lI"t(Ck(M)). Let PSpin -+ PSD -+

M be the spin structure of M which is a two-fold covering of tbe bundle of oriented
frarnes and let Pk be the restrietion of XkPSpin to Ck(M). There is an (Z2)k-action
on Pk such that Qs: := Pk /(Z2)k is the restrietion of XkPSO to Ck(M). Let p be the
representation of (Z:;z)k on R given by

p(f):= n:=tfi, f = (ft, ... ,fk), fi E {±l}

and Ok := Pk x(zJ}.Ir R be the associated Hne bundle over Qk. There ia an action
of Sk on Qk by permutations of the factors. Let Rk := Qk/Sk (here .Ho is defined
as the one-point space) and Vk -+ Rh be the push down of Ok to Rk (and va be
zero-dimensional). Then Vk is a Hat k-dimensional real vector bundle. There are
maps
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defined as follows. Fix oriented orthonormal bases b, -b in both orientations of Rn.
Let F E V(M) and {Pi} be the zero-set of F. Then

h±(F) := XO(Pi)=±1 (dF(Pi)-I(±b))ES E R

where OES means applying a canonical orthogonalization procedure. Let V :=
U~oVk and form T := [(h+)·V] - [(h-)·V] E KOO(V(M)). We can interpret our
result as

Corollary 2.4 T is the universal index bundle in the sense that for any compact
space X and any map F : X -+ V(M) the index bundle 0/ the induced /amily
{B(x) := D + zF(X)}xEX is given by F·T E KOO(X).

For defining the index bundle of such families one can of course forget the con
dition that the zeros of F are non-degenerate. Hut this assumption is no restrietion
in the sense that one can have this property after a small index bundle preserving
defonnation of the family.

A in some sense similar result has been obtained by Cohen/Jones [4] for families
of operators of Dirac type parametrized by monopoles.

2.5 An explicit example

We consider M := R 2 and a cut-off function x E COO(R) with x(r) = 0 for r ~ 2
and x(r) = 1 for r ~ 1. Let F(O) be the vector field on M

1 - X(x2 + y2)
F(O)(x, y) = (X(x2+ y2) + (x2+ y2)1/2 )(x8x - y81/)'

Then F(O) is invariant with respect to the rotation R(1r) over 1r around (0,0). We
consider F(O) as a map R 2 -+ R 2 using the fixed basis 8x , 81/' Let B(O) := D+zF(O)
where D is the Dirac operator associated to the spin structure of R 2 • We have
ind B = -1. We can now consider the family parametrized by SI given by rotation

F(a) = dR(a/2)F(0)

where 0: E [0, 27l"]. Note that F(O) = F(21r). Then Z(F) = Z(F)- = SI is the trivial
one-fold covering of SI and the line bundle B is the generator of KOO(SI) since the
path 0: -+ dF- I ( 0: ) (0, 0) (- b) rotates a basis by 27l" whieh lifts to a non-c1osed path
in the spin-structure. Hence the index bundle of the family is the generator of
KOO(SI) = Z2.
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